


Second task of unsupervised learning

dimensionality reduction

C

goal: reduce high dimensional date to com - P.

classical method: PCA: principal component analysis

doEIRP
·

Would like to have a
reduced- dimension

representation 4, y,... In
EIR with (cd.

such that important info is kept.

ample
larger variance

↑YTalong thisin

along
this direction.

- project onto direction with larger variance.



First interpretation of PCA

->maximize the variance of the reduceddata

data is centered i.e.

assume

zXi =0

want to find action
U.

UEIRd llulk= 1.

S.t.
the projections

\uixiy= have max variance.

#MarTalk= 1

#(xi)2

A
max u

+ xixu
&:/(ulk2= 1-

=XXT, where
covariance

matrix

x =a(x ...



This gives us the first PC. (principal component)

n = argmax (xiTul*
u:(lulkc= 1

How to obtain the second PC??:

n2 = argmax
: ((u1k =
E(xiTu)".

uTu =0 ho the 2nd eigenvector

of XXT.

i

can extend all the way
toCA.

--

Algorithm for PCA.

· Center
the date set.

·computer eigen-decomposition of
XXT =UEUT.

return v = thp.-huki-ha
--

top- eigenvectors.



What's the low-D representation of X??:

* -> z = [nix,uxx... UExS GIRF.

dinterpretimizingreconstruction error.

x -> (ux) n for any /1n1kz=7.

would like to have small reconstruction error.

1) x- (n+x(u)l1 is small,

n: 1(2/12= 1

-> argmin x

in
Claim: this yields exactly

the same

direction as U1



more generally, we have

minu,nz..u,z((x -zcuxcus 11
ninityIto its

Sit,

S

wortcha
·choose a sit.

The PCs have now reconstruction

ector.

-cross
valid

ondownstream
asit

S

dislikes other structured dot.
# -> Kernel PCA.



Advanced: random projections

and Johnson- Lindenstranss Lamma.

hand to stone and

Given X1
...
In E1Rd.-> manipulate.

construct a mapping
: IRd->1RKk csd.

sit, all distances are nearly preserved, i.e.

lxi - x;ll (17(Xi)
- x(xj) lle.
-

L

IRd. IRK.

example: K-meanstering

More precisely; we want to achieve.

Hx(Xi) - x(xj))lx
=1- E.*

1- S-
1 xi - xjllx

for some small I say
s = 0.001.

Lemona (Johnson- Lindenstranss
1984).

As long as kno
for any

set ofdote points
in 112d.

there exists a map
sit. () is true



Remarkable property:

↳ is dimension independent.

dependslong on

yousimplyby
random projection:

kxd be Gaussian random motrix.

let WGIR

define x(X)
-X this "almost always

works.

why??fix
some X.

↑ElIx(xi/12 =
=lIx1

around (IxIk
&lT(112concentrates

well

o we only need this to hold for at pairs.



Extensions

-other distences.


